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Abstract
• There is growing interest in the idea that certain aspects of language are
best learned implicitly or procedurally, and models of impaired language
like the Procedural Deficit Hypothesis suggest that procedural deficits are
predictive of language-learning outcomes. 1
• To test the hypothesis that language structure is best learned implicitly,
we created a sound-categorization task in which optimal learning required
participants to integrate information from two different cues (pitch and
vowel quality). Similar tasks in the visual domain have been shown to be
best learned implicitly.2
• In Experiment 1, 31 undergraduate participants completed assessments
of procedural, declarative, and working memory and a soundcategorization task.

Sound-categorization task
• Block 6 Accuracy: categorization accuracy
during final training block
Two measures of cue-weighting strategies
(output from modeling3):
• First Linear Block: first block in which
participant used a linear decision boundary
(correlations with memory should be negative)
• Number of Linear Blocks: total number of
blocks with a linear decision boundary

Conclusions

Procedural task
• Procedural prediction accuracy: accuracy for
predicting third non-word in each series
Working-memory task
• Letter-Recall Accuracy: accuracy for recalling
three- letter sequences
Declarative task
• Declarative Recall: accuracy for retelling story
details after a delay

Median splits on each memory assessment
in Experiment 2, for dependent measure
Number of Linear Blocks.

• In Experiment 2, 43 undergraduate participants completed the same
memory assessments, but the sound categorization task consisted of twice
as much speech-sound training distributed over 2 days, and trials were
reordered to highlight the category boundary.
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•In Experiment 2, effects of procedural
memory were replicated and effects of
declarative memory went away, but new
effects of working memory emerged.
• As predicted, the most consistent predictor
of sound-category-learning outcomes across
experiments was procedural memory. This
provides some support for the Procedural
Deficit Hypothesis. 1
However, additional effects of declarative and
working memory may be compatible with a
multiple-systems account in which declarative
and working memory facilitate transfer of
control to the procedural system.

Results
Median splits on each memory assessment
in Experiment 1, for dependent measure
Number of Linear Blocks.

•Experiment 1 revealed effects of procedural
memory, but also declarative memory, on
sound-category learning accuracy and cueweighting strategies.
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